
 
 
 

 
 

Community Grants Program 
 

2023/24 Round 2– Capital Infrastructure  

Awarded Applications 

Grant ID Organisation Name Project Title and Description Approval Amount 

MC-232-001 Redland Bay Tennis Club Inc. Battery Installation  

Installing a Tesla Powerwall Battery at the club enables storing excess solar energy generated during the day for nighttime use, reducing reliance on grid electricity. 

This initiative slashes operating costs by minimising electricity expenses, a significant club expenditure. The goal would be to eventually upgrade to 3 batteries in total 

which will have the club completely self-sufficient and reduce their carbon footprint dramatically. 

$10,000 

MC-232-002 Redland Coast Art Society Inc. Signage, painting front of building in corporate colours and security screen door 

The project consists of three components.  The first is to create a sign to be located at the front left-hand side of the building designed by one of the tutors and made 

from aluminum composite 1850 x 1220mm.  The second is the painting of corporate colours at the front of the building to attract public attention and identify who we 

are.  The third aspect of the project is to install a security screen door as an important safety feature against unwanted visitors whilst allowing air circulation 

throughout the building. 

$4,575.60 

MC-232-006 Coochiemudlo Recreation Club Inc. Replacement and installation of lights and fans 

Replacement of all existing lights with new energy efficient LED models, as well as install additional external lights to improve the safety of the area at night. Replace all 

the existing fans with new ones as some of them are showing signs of wear and tear. In addition to these works, the project includes having all the fan controls 

replaced to ensure safety. 

$5,000 

MC-232-007 Redlands Cricket Club Inc. Ron Field Oval – Cricket Fence replacement 

Ron Field Oval is the cricket oval located at Wellington Point. The fence was erected in 2010 with used materials. As well as providing the traditional picturesque picket 

fence, the fence provides a security perimeter for entry and exit.  The fence is now nearing 'end of life' status and with some recent weather events and termite 

damage needs to be demolished and replaced with a modern style PVC / Steel fence.  The new fence will also include permanent machinery and pedestrian access 

gates. 

$45,000 

MC-232-010 Isle of Coochie Golf Club Inc. Electrical works to new shade shelter 

Having completed the construction of a galvanized steel frame marquee structure on a concrete slab, this project will enable the installation of the electrical 

components and lights. This will include the supply and installation of outdoor power points, light fittings, ceiling fans, switchboard and circuit breakers fitted with 

safety switches. 

 

$10,000 

TOTAL                                                                                                         $74,575.60 

 


